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Puffins in Iceland. Photo from: Halldor Kolbeins/AFP/Getty. Illustrations: Lucy Letherland, “Atlas of Animal Adventures”/Newsela.

Europe's wildlife lives in a variety of habitats. More than a quarter of the continent is covered in

woodland. Animals live in Europe's ancient forests and mountain landscapes. Small creatures

make their homes in its grasslands. In the far north, rare creatures such as wolves and polar bears

still roam.

Exploring With The Polar Bears In Greenland

In the winter, a female polar bear digs herself a den to give birth to her cubs. The mother's body

heat keeps her cubs warm, while her rich milk helps them grow. When spring comes, the

youngsters peek out for the first time. Emerging from a dark, warm den into the bright, freezing

air must be a shock for a baby polar bear! 

For the next week or so, the mother takes the cubs on short trips away from the den. They play and

explore their new surroundings. But it's not all fun and games; the mother is hungry. She has been

caring for her cubs and hasn't eaten for months. She has lost half her body weight. Once the little

ones are ready, she must lead them on a long journey to the sea ice. There, they can hunt for seals.
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But the trip will be dangerous. Wolves or other polar

bears might prey on the cubs. The mother must be

prepared to protect her little ones.

Nesting With The Puffins In Iceland

The

western

tip of

Iceland

hosts a

wildlife

spectacle

every

summer.

The

Látrabjarg Bird Cliffs become home to millions of nesting seabirds that squawk, squabble and

shriek. The 1,200-foot-high cliffs are dotted with the nests of guillemots, razorbills and kittiwakes.

But the stars of the show are the puffins. These colorful birds make their burrows on the grassy

clifftops. They dig into the soil using their beaks and feet. Once a burrow is ready, a female will

prepare a bed of feathers toward the back. There, she will lay a single egg.

Male and female puffins share the job of keeping the egg warm. Once it hatches, they take turns

bringing food for the young chick. Puffins are not the most graceful fliers. Their takeoffs are often

clumsy. Once they are in the air, though, they can fly at surprising speeds — up to 55 miles per

hour! More than half of the world's Atlantic puffins breed in Iceland. Birdwatchers grab their

binoculars and visit that northern island to go puffin-spotting.

Moving With The Honeybees In The British Isles

Honeybees are busy as summer creeps across the

countryside of the British Isles. The female workers

are foraging and guarding the colony. They are also

feeding the young grubs, called larvae. The queen bee

is the only egg-layer in the hive. She communicates

with the workers using chemical signals called

pheromones. As the larvae grow up and the hive gets

bigger, not all the bees get the queen's messages. For

them, this means the queen has disappeared, so they

set about creating a new one!

There can only be one queen in a colony, though. The old queen is forced to leave. She flies off,

followed by a swarm of worker bees. The swarm clings to a branch not far from the original hive.

They cluster around the queen to protect her. Meanwhile, scout bees search for a good spot to start

building a new hive.

Night Flying With The Barn Owls In France
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Dusk settles on a purple field of lavender in Provence,

France. Nearby, one creature is cleaning its feathers

as night falls. Barn owls have plumage on their heads

that absorbs high-frequency sounds, sounds humans

cannot hear. When these birds hunt, their head

feathers help them hear their prey in the dark. Their

large wings also support a lightweight body, allowing

them to hover over a field mouse or other prey. They

then dive down to grab it.

Barn owls nest during the summer months. During

this time of year, mice and other rodents are plentiful. The male owls are the main hunters during

this season. They carry their catch back to the nest to make sure their owlets are well fed.
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Quiz

1 Read the list of sentences from the article.

1. The mother must be prepared to protect her little ones.

1. Once it hatches, they take turns bringing food for the young chick.

2. The female workers are foraging and guarding the colony.

3. They carry their catch back to the nest to make sure their owlets are well fed.

What two MAIN ideas does this evidence support?

(A) All types of animals must work to find food; different animals have different ways of taking care of their
children.

(B) Female animals are most involved in finding food for their families; males are in charge of protecting the
home.

(C) Animals have to be careful when they are building their homes; it's much harder to find food when it's
cold outside.

(D) The queen bee is the most important member of the hive; most animals hunt for their prey at night.

2 Read the summary of the article.

There are many different kinds of animals that live throughout Europe. The animals have their
own ways of building homes and finding food.

Which option below would complete the summary?

(A) Although animals live in different ways, they all take good care of their young.

(B) Animals that live in cold environments have a harder time finding food than other animals.

(C) During the summer, honeybees are busy finding food and building the colony.

(D) Most animals hunt at night so that it is easier for them to sneak up on their prey.

3 Look at the image in "Moving With The Honeybees In The British Isles" and read the selection below.

There can only be one queen in a colony, though. The old queen is forced to leave. She flies off,
followed by a swarm of worker bees. The swarm clings to a branch not far from the original hive.
They cluster around the queen to protect her. Meanwhile, scout bees search for a good spot to
start building a new hive.

HOW does the image support the information above?

(A) It shows that the queen bee is the biggest bee, and thus most important, in the hive.

(B) It shows how the other bees in the hive surround the queen bee to protect her.

(C) It explains that worker and drone bees work together to find a new hive.

(D) It explains how the queen communicates with the worker and drone bees.
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4 Read the section "Nesting With The Puffins In Iceland."

Use the image and information from the section to select the TRUE statement.

(A) Puffins use their wings to help them fly smoothly.

(B) Puffins' beaks help them bring back more food for their family.

(C) Puffins use their legs as rudders to help them fly up to 55 miles per hour.

(D) Puffins' colorful beaks help them reach the grassy cliff tops.


